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The increasing traffic in the European Union puts in the forefront the need to create intelligent transport systems of traffic 

control (ITS) at district, urban and regional scale. Structurally, such systems include a network of sensors of primary or indirect 
measurements of traffic flows, a control centre and a network of executive components (traffic lights, controlled traffic signs, 
reversible lanes, etc.). The wider the network of sensors, the more complete information is available for high quality of  
the intelligent control. Currently, video, laser, radio frequency, induction, and pressure sensors are mainly used as sensors of traffic 
flows’ parameters. The deployment of a network of such sensors requires significant financial resources, and sometimes also 
additional construction work. Installation, maintenance and protection of an expensive network of sensors and their channels of 
communication make the creation of full-scale ITS rather expensive, which is not affordable at all.  

The possibility of using mobile video detection system to measure traffic is discussed. This mobile system consists 
of a notebook and simple web-camera, which is the cheapest version of the video sensor. Video data processing is done by stages: 
detection, segmentation, classification and tracking. Algorithm for finding and identifying vehicles on each frame of video stream is 
proposed. Algorithm is based on finding “mass centre” of all “good features” on each video frame. This allows identifying vehicles 
and helps to escape noise and unwanted motions on the frame. Tracking of “mass centre” and other properties allows identifying 
transport vehicles during motion through the view port. Different cases of transport vehicle mutual intersection are 
processed.  
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1. Introduction 
 

Currently, the transport stream automatic analysis is one of the priority tasks in traffic 
optimisation. Information about traffic streams load, transport vehicle quantity and transport types allow 
optimising traffic lights more efficiently, thus decreasing the time of transport vehicles standing on  
the crossroads and avoiding traffic jams. Also, the analysis of this data may help in choosing the project 
for further transport system development [1]. 

Today, to determine a certain transport stream usage load, a lot of different systems are being used, 
which can be differed by an operating principle and measured parameters. The following systems have 
been examined: inductive [2], pneumatic [2], magneto-metric, piezoelectric, infrared, ultrasound systems, 
as well as video detection and surveillance systems. The mentioned systems have common drawbacks. 
They are all very expensive by their cost and installation.  

The existing video surveillance and tracking systems are to be installed above the road; this 
requirement has its drawbacks, especially in the cities. It is also necessary to consider, that many of these 
systems are intended for one roadway, so, to collect data about traffic stream load properly, the system 
should be installed on each roadway. 

To solve these problems it is necessary to develop a mobile system, which is not expensive, based 
on a simple computer and web camera. The system should be able to analyse frames from the camera and 
collect data about transport vehicle quantity on the road. This kind of system can be installed in a car, 
which is parked on side of the road or parking place, thus solving a problem with system’s installation. 
Data collection will be made from all roadways simultaneously.  

For the system these conditions set certain tasks: tracking and registration of all transport vehicles 
even if mutual overlapping occurred. To solve these tasks it is necessary to examine the methods of video 
analysing and transport vehicle images segmentation. 
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Transport vehicle automatic monitoring algorithm 
 

Several phases of transport vehicle automatic monitoring are examined for the purpose to solve our 
problem [3]. The generalized monitoring algorithm can be seen on Figure 1. 

 

Frame capture

Preliminary processing

Movement detection

Object location

Tracing
 

 
Figure 1. Algorithm scheme 

 
Frame capture 
 

In this phase we need to capture a frame. It can be obtained from camera or video file, which is 
chosen by user. OpenCV library (Open Source Computer Vision Library) was chosen for convenient 
frame capture from both. Given library contains different modules for computer vision, video recording 
and capturing and image processing. 

For initial processing it is required to create a module for webcam management. This module will 
be used to capture frames directly from the webcam. For algorithm start it is required to have two 
sequential frames. 
 
Preliminary processing 
 

Preparation for captured frame analysis is held in this phase. For image contrast amplification 
multiplication method is used. It helps to increase the brightness value of each point on all image 
channels.  

Algorithm for preliminary processing is presented by Formula 1. 
 
C(x, y) = scale • A(x, y),  (1) 
 
where:  C(x, y) – resulting pixel brightness value in point (x, y); 

A(x, y) – pixel brightness value in point (x, y) on the source image; 
scale – brightness intensification multiplier. 

To avoid processing of the superfluous information (sidewalks, tops of trees, etc.) there is  
a possibility to change ROI (Rectangle of interest). ROI is a part of the image that needs to be processed.  
 
Movement detection 
 

For movement detection two sequential frames are needed. The difference between them will show 
only the changed part of the image. To achieve this subtraction method is used. 
 
2. Frame Subtraction Algorithm 
 

Algorithm is shown by Formula 2. 
 
dst(x, y) = abs(A(x, y) – B(x, y)), (2) 
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where: A(x, y)  – pixel brightness value in point (x, y) of the first frame; 
B(x, y)  – pixel brightness value in point (x, y) of the second frame; 
dst(x, y) – the resulting pixel brightness value in point (x, y). 

 
Example of algorithm usage is shown on Figure 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Frame subtraction 
 

As a result we get an image that contains only pixels, which changed their brightness values on 
two sequential frames. However, this image contains a lot of noise from trees, shadows, etc. In order to 
proceed to the next phase this image should be cleaned from the noise. To do this we use binary threshold 
and closure algorithms. 
 
3. Closure Algorithm 
 

This algorithm consists of several methods for image conversion. Basic operations are as follows: 
erosion and dilation. Erosion of a binary image will set all pixels brightness values to zero, if at least one 
of the vicinity pixels equals zero. The example can be seen on Figure 3. 

Dilation of a binary image will set all pixels brightness values to one, if at least one of the vicinity 
pixels equals one. The example can be seen on Figure 4. 

These rules are applied to all pixels of the image. If an image is multi-channel, then these 
operations are done on all channels of the image. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Object erosion [4]  
 
 

  
Figure 4. Object dilation [4] 

 
 

Closure algorithm consists of sequential application of dilation and erosion methods. This leads to 
deletion of small fragments of background, for example, „holes” (closed areas of background inside 
object). The algorithm is presented by Equation 3. 
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dst = erode(dilate(src)), (3) 
 
where:  dst – resulting image; 
 src – source image; 
 dilate – object dilation function; 

erode – object erosion function. 
 

Algorithm application result is shown on Figure 5. 
 

  

Figure 5. Closure application [4] 
 
4. Binary Threshold Algorithm 
 

Method of setting a threshold for image brightness is a convenient way to get rid of the noise on 
single-channel and multi-channel images. There are several ways to set this threshold: simple and 
adaptive. Simple method was chosen, because its effectiveness is sufficient. This method is described by 
Equation 4. 
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where:  dst(x, y) – resulting pixel brightness value in point (x, y); 

src(x, y) – pixel brightness value in point (x, y) on the source image; 
T – set threshold value. 

 

The pixel brightness value is not changed, if it exceeds preselected threshold. In other cases value 
is set to zero. Example of initial brightness value and threshold usage result is shown on Figure 6. 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Threshold application 
 
Object recognition 
 

In this phase frame should be analysed for object presence so we can track it subsequently. More 
often for these purposes Harris [5] detector is used. For every pixel on the image a corner response 
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function is calculated. It estimates similarity degree of the vicinity around a point and a corner. Tensor 
matrix is calculated in the beginning (see Equation 5). 
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where:  I(x,y) – image brightness value in point (x, y). 
 

If both values of the matrix are high, the even small displacement of a point (x, y) causes 
considerable change in brightness, as corresponds to a feature of the image. Corner response function is 
written in the following kind: 
 

2))(()det( MtracekMR −= , (6) 
 

where:  det(M) – M matrix determinant from equation 5; 
trace(M) – the sum of matrix M main diagonal; 
k – predefined constant. 
 

Parameter k usually equals 0.04 (suggested by Harris). Points on the image, corresponding to  
the local maximums of this function are acknowledged as “good features” to track. To achieve subpixel 
precision quadratic interpolation can be used. To decrease noise influence on found features Gauss 
smoothing [6] is used for partial derivatives in (5). 
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often too many features are found. In future, they will be hard to track. This is why a limit is defined for 
minimal distance between found features. All unnecessary features are discarded.  

Example of this algorithm application can be seen on Figure 7, where found features are shown as 
white round markers. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Features  
 
Object tracing 
 

The purpose of this phase is to trace objects on sequential frames. The main problem here is to 
determine which features that were found in the previous phase belong to the object on sequential frames. 
It is important to have one object considered only once while it moves through the viewport. To solve this 
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problem it is necessary to assign found features to an object on each frame. Then, found objects should be 
compared to the ones that were found earlier. The matching objects are treated as one object. Algorithm 
for finding “mass centre” has been offered. 
 
5. Algorithm for “Mass Centre” Finding  
 

 
 

Figure 8. “Mass centre” calculation 
 

Algorithm for “mass centre” calculation consists in finding a point on the image, which is the absolute 
centre of all features found on previous phase (Figure 8 a). At first, all features are assigned with “weight” 
value, which equals to 1. Randomly one feature is chosen to be current “mass centre” (Figure 8 b). Then all 
features are iterated through, and on an iteration “mass centre” coordinates and weight are recalculated. 
Distance (offset), on which it is necessary to move current “mass centre” is calculated by Equation 8 
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=  (8) 

 
where:  massA – mass value of the current mass centre; 
 massB – feature mass value; 

min – function for finding minimal value; 
оffset – relationship, that shows the distance on which current mass centre should be moved 
towards the feature. 

 
Mass centre modification is shown in Equation 9. 
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where: Xcenter – current mass centre X coordinate; 
 Ycenter – current mass centre Y coordinate; 
 offset – offset value, derived from Equation 8. 
  

As a result of iterating through all special features we acquire coordinates and „weight” value of 
the „mass centre”. Example of finding these values is shown on Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. Mass centre 
 

If „mass centre” value does not exceed certain threshold value, then it will not be processed further 
and counted as an object for processing. Otherwise, object is found and added to memory list. Object 
properties are the following: value of „mass centre” and its coordinates. In future, found objects will be 
compared to the ones in the list, and if match is found, then this object is counted as old and not added to 
the list twice. The properties are updated with new values. 
 
6. Perimeter and Presumed Dimensions 
 

The above mentioned monitoring algorithm can be counted as efficient only in the case, when 
there is only one vehicle on the frame. If there is a couple of them, then algorithm results will be 
incorrect, because „mass centre” will be calculated based on special features of all vehicles. Example of 
this situation is shown on Figure 10. 
 

 
 

Figure 10. Several objects on the frame 
 

This problem can be solved by adding additional criteria to classify an object. One of them can be  
a perimeter of all features, found on the frame. The other can be presumed dimensions of the transport vehicle.  

To apply these properties to our algorithm we need to calculate a perimeter around all special features 
on the frame and then add a rectangle of presumed dimensions of a transport vehicle around the „mass 
centre”. On Figure 11 perimeter is a wide rectangle and presumed dimensions rectangle is narrow. 
 

 
 

Figure 11. Perimeter and presumed dimensions 
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Algorithm for finding mass centre needs to be run for the second time now, but only for a zone of 
intersection between two rectangles. As a result we find less features and „mass centre” will be smaller. 
Example of this can be seen on Figure 12. 
 

 
 

Figure 12. Mass centre new position 
 

Now „mass centre” value won’t exceed minimal value for a vehicle, and this object will be 
discarded. If vehicle enter viewport one after another, then these vehicles will be counted as two. 
 
7. Automobile Opposite Overlapping Separation  
 

Above mentioned algorithm is insufficient for some cases. Different types of mutual overlapping 
can occur on the road. Example of opposite mutual overlapping can be seen on Figure 13. 

 

 
 

Figure 13. Opposite mutual overlapping 
 
Automobiles will be counted twice in this situation. At first, when they appear on the frame, and 

second time when they are separated after opposite mutual overlapping. The problem here is that 
algorithm is not identifying automobiles as unique objects on the frame. Algorithm is not “remembering” 
information about these objects, which could have helped to identify them. 

Every identified object on the frame possesses its own characteristics that differs it from other 
objects. The aggregate of all these characteristics and the object itself we will call a “blob”. So, for the purpose 
of solving the above-mentioned problem a few tasks has to be implemented: 

• Separation of automobiles on frame. Endowing them with unique characteristics to make “blob”. 
• Create history for “blob” movement through the viewport. 

 
Automobile separation on “blobs” 
 

A modification is needed of the described in the previous chapter algorithm to correctly separate 
couple of automobiles on the frame.  

When there are a lot of “good features” on the frame and a wide perimeter of all “good features”  
a frame needs to be divided in two. It is separated by found earlier “mass centre”. Then, a search for 
“blobs” should be started again for each part of the frame. An example of frame division and repeated 
search for “mass centres” can be seen on Figure 14. New “mass centres” are marked with capital letter L 
and R. Place where frame was divided is shown by thick white line. 
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Figure 14. Frame division and additional “mass centres” 
 

Now, these automobiles are identified as different “blobs”. Afterwards, to separate them after 
mutual overlapping we need to assign them some unique characteristics. The following characteristics can 
be taken to achieve our goal: 

• Movement direction. 
This characteristic will facilitate search for “blob” on frame and foresee its next appearance. 
Determination of “blob” movement direction is done by two first frames, when “blob” entered 
the viewport. On first frame “blob” is registered as new object for tracking. On second frame this 
“blob” is found again and identified in history. 
 

• Movement speed 
“Blob” speed is a useful characteristic for foreseeing next appearance of this “blob” on the 
frame. 

• “Good features” perimeter 
This characteristic can be used, because size of moving automobile is not changing during 
movement. A slight deformation can occur if road is not straight. Perimeter allows tracking 
“blob” trajectory and determining on which traffic lane the automobile is moving. 
 

• ”Mass centre” 
It is most important of the basic “blob” characteristics; allows differ this “blob” from others and 
tracking “blob” trajectory. This characteristic can slowly change from to frame, due to change of 
transport vehicle lighting. Additionally, this it can be a good separator for automobiles of 
different size and colour, because they will have different quantity of “good features”, from 
which “mass centre” is calculated. 

 
These characteristics allows us to unambiguously track an automobile on frame and differ it from others 
even if it is hidden by other transport for some time. 
 
Creation of “blob” history 

 
Appearance of “blobs” on frame should be registered and remembered. All movements of “blobs” 

must be recorded in the history for subsequent comparisons. This method allows us to calculate 
approximate place of particular “blob” on the next frame.  

Thereby, all “blobs” acquire history that allows tracking it on subsequent frames. “Blob” 
identification in history is based on above mentioned characteristics. If “blob” is identified then all 
information about it is updated with new characteristics. If identification failed, then this “blob” is 
considered a new object on frame and is registered in the history. 
 
Example of above described algorithm in action 
 

This example will describe how implemented algorithm will act and solve the task of separating 
opposite mutual overlapping. 

Initial appearance of the automobiles on the frame is shown on Figure 15. Algorithm already 
identified left automobile as a new “blob” and counted it. Information about it is put in history. Right 
automobile is not yet identified, due to small count of “good features”. 
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Figure 15. Initial frame 
 

On Figure 16 right automobile is identified as a new “blob” and put in history. Left automobile 
continues motion and its characteristics are updated on every frame. On this frame left automobile is 
identified as moving right. 
 

 
 

Figure 16. Both automobiles are identified 
 

Overlapping is starting on Figure 17. Right automobile is still identified as a different object. 
 

 
 

Figure 17. Overlapping start 
 

On Figure 18 full overlapping is shown. Small “right” automobile is completely hidden by other 
automobile. This big “blob” is identified as one known automobile. History is updated. 
 

 
 

Figure 18. Full overlapping 
 

On the next frame overlapping is ending. It can be seen that algorithm sees only one object now. 
It is identified as a “right” automobile. History is updated. 
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Figure 19. Separation 
 

The automobiles are fully separated on Figure 20. “Left” automobile is now identified as a separate 
“blob”. Algorithm searches the registry for this “blob” and finds a “blob” with similar characteristics. 
Characteristics in the history are updated with new values. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 20. “Blobs” second appearance 
  

As a result, this implemented algorithm allows calculating automobiles correctly, even if partial or 
full mutual overlapping occurred during movement.  
 
Conclusions & Discussion 
 

The first results show that method, based on calculation and tracking of “mass centre”, allows 
steadily tracking the moving object of fixed size, identifying it in the group and measuring its movement 
speed.  

At the same time, while analysing transport streams, cases of transport vehicles mutual 
overlapping can be observed. Different variants of overlapping can occur: opposite and following. 
Opposite mutual overlapping is processed accordingly with the help of “blob” history and characteristics 
of the “blob”.  

Presences of different types of foreign objects can complex monitoring of transport vehicles. They 
include: pedestrians, bicyclists, animals, tree moving, etc. 

To acquire accurate data for roadway load status it is necessary to configure the system in the way, 
to avoid spurious actions of the counter on motioned hindrances. One more factor, which influences the 
received results, is the level and light exposure uniformity of the roadway, and weather. The quantity of 
the roadways is one more important characteristic. With a large number of roadways some predefined 
constants, like presumed dimensions of the vehicle, needs to be adapted. 

Problems with high roadway load occur in cases of transport full following mutual overlapping. In 
these cases correct registration of transport vehicles is possible only if these vehicles are divided at some 
point in time. 
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